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One of the major issues in developing electrolyte solutions for rechargeable magnesium batteries is understanding the positive effect of chloride anions on Mg deposition-dissolution processes on the anode side, as well as intercalation-deintercalation of Mg2+ ions on the cathode side. Our previous results suggested that Cl− ions are adsorbed on the surface of Mg anodes and Chevrel phase Mg3Mo5S8 cathodes. This creates a surface add-layer that reduces the activation energy for the interfacial Mg ions transportation and related charge transfer, as well as promotes the transport of Mg2+ from the solution phase to the Mg anode surface and into the cathodes’ host materials. Here, this work further examines the effect of adding chlorides to the state-of-the-art Mg[B(HFIP)4]/DME electrolyte solution, specifically focusing on reversible magnesium deposition, as well as the performance of Mg cells with benchmark Chevrel phase cathodes. It was observed that the presence of chlorides in these solutions facilitates both Mg deposition, and Mg2+ ions intercalation, whereby this effect is more pronounced as the purity level of the solution is lowered.
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The future of the renewable, green energy field depends on progress in several key technologies. Some of the more prominently developing technologies are devices for large energy storage. Magnesium-metal anode-based batteries are suitable candidates for this purpose due to the high abundance of Mg in Earth crust, low redox potential and high volumetric and gravimetric capacity, the chance to have non-dendritic deposition processes, low price, and relatively good safety features.1,2

On the one hand, the high charge density of the bivalent magnesium cation enables high energy densities. On the other hand, it causes strong coulombic interactions with anions, and solvent molecules, which leads to high energetic barriers for desolvation, and solid-state diffusion. This can hinder the electrochemical reactions on both electrodes, and strongly limit the performance of any Mg batteries prototypes.1,3,4

Most polar-aprotic solvents relevant to active metal (Li, Na) based rechargeable batteries like esters and alkyl carbonates are reactive with Mg metal. Therefore, for rechargeable Mg battery systems, the most relevant solutions are based on ether solvents.3 Ether solvents are not reactive with metallic Mg electrodes, yet they can effectively dissolve some Mg salts, and form solutions with a reasonable ions separation, forming ionic conductivity. Many etheral solutions of Mg salts form complex structures, due to strong interactions between Mg ions and the etheral solvents’ oxygen atoms. A classic example includes solutions comprising of Mg salt like Mg(N(SO2CF3)2)2 (MgTFSI) in di-methoxy-ethane (DME) that forms strongly solvated Mg(DME)2+ complexes (the TFSI anions are relatively free in solution), that impede pronouncedly both Mg deposition and Mg2+ ions intercalation reactions with these solutions. The presence of chlorides in these solutions (e.g., in MgTFSI/DME/MgCl2 solutions) change their complex structure, and chlorides partially replace the solvent molecules of the first coordination shell, which remarkably softens the de-solvation of Mg ions, thus facilitating both Mg deposition and Mg ions intercalation reactions in these solutions.5,6

Therefore, most of the electrolyte solutions that support reversible Mg deposition reported so far contain chlorides.9 Chlorides may play two roles in etheral Mg salt solutions. Focusing on DME solutions as an important example, the chlorides interact with magnesium cations, forming MgCl+ or Mg2Cl4+ complexes surrounded by DME molecules.7 These complexes weaken the interactions between Mg ions and their solvation shells which reduces the de-solvation energy of Mg2+ ions.8 In addition, it was suggested that chloride ions in solutions may form add-layers on the anode and cathodes surface that decreases the activation energy of Mg ions transfer from the solution phase to the solid structure of the electrodes.9

However, chlorides can negatively promote corrosion of the metallic current collectors of the cathodes, usually thin aluminum foils.10

To avoid those issues a lot of recent research has also focused on chloride-free electrolyte systems for Mg batteries.11 Thereby, the most promising solution that is capable of reversible Mg deposition at room temperature was found to be magnesium tetraakis(hexafluoroisopropoxy)borate (Mg[B(HFIP)4]2) in dimethoxyethane (DME) solution.12 Yet, a special pre-treatment is required in order to bring these solutions to any practical importance.13 The need for such a compulsory pre-treatment is because non-aqueous electrolyte solutions may be contaminated with reactive atmospheric moieties like trace water, oxygen, or trace protic moieties resulting from the electrolyte’s synthesis, all of which are reactive with Mg metal. Contaminated electrolyte solutions undergo side reactions with the reactive Mg anodes, which form surface species that passivate the electrodes and blocks intercalation. The pre-treatment required removes the contaminants from the solutions and enables Mg ions to interact with bare, un-passivated electrodes’ surfaces. We have termed this pre-treatment as “conditioning” process, which brings the electrolyte solutions to working conditions with Mg metal anodes. The conditioning process can be chemical, namely, adding a reactive species like Grignard reagents that react with all active atmospheric moieties and protic contaminants in solution phase, removes them and thus their detrimental side reactions with the electrodes can be fully avoided. We can also apply electrochemical conditioning pre-treatment by cycling symmetric cells containing Mg metal electrodes with the required electrolyte solution. Repeated
cycling exposes the solution to fresh Mg deposits that react with all the contaminants and remove them from the solution phase. Applying such electrochemical conditioning processes to (Mg[B(HFIP)4]2)/DME solutions significantly improve their electrochemical performance, albeit the coulombic efficiency of reversible Mg deposition processes with them during the first cycles (around 95%) is relatively low. Until now, the Chevrel-phase MgMo₆S₈ (0 × 0 < 2) is the benchmark cathode material for rechargeable magnesium batteries due to its high Mg²⁺ ions intercalation-deintercalation reversibility, even though the maximal specific capacity is only around 120 mAh g⁻¹, and the average discharge voltage is low at around 1.1 V. The field of Mg batteries is very vital in recent years, with literature including many papers reporting on extensive experimental studies and DFT calculations. There are also very recent reports on modeling approaches on continuum scales to get more insights into undesired limitations and to provide design strategies for optimizing the performance of Mg batteries prototypes. Although the Chevrel Phase (CP) cathodes were mostly studied in chloride-containing electrolyte solutions for Mg batteries, it has already been shown that reverse magnesium intercalation is also possible from the Cl⁻ free Mg[B(HFIP)4]2/DME electrolyte solutions. However, Mg ions’ insertion and de-insertion processes with CP cathodes in these important solutions were not explored enough to enable reaching progress toward practical applications. The necessary scientific insights here have not reached yet.

The aim of this work was to provide more insights into the effect of chlorides on the performance of state-of-the-art electrolyte solutions for rechargeable magnesium batteries. Therefore, we systematically studied the effect of adding chlorides (in the form of MgCl₂) to Mg[B(HFIP)4]2/DME solutions on Mg deposition-dissolution in conditioned and unconditioned electrolyte solutions, as well as on the performance of full cells comprising of Chevrel-phase cathodes and magnesium metal foil anodes. The experimental results are supported by a detailed analysis of the intercalations kinetics in the different electrolyte solutions based on continuum simulations.

**Methodology**

*Mg[B(HFIP)4]2 synthesis and chemical characterization.—* All experiments were done in an argon-filled glove box (H₂O and O₂ < 0.1 ppm). Mg[B(HFIP)4]2 was synthesized as described in a previous work. The Cl⁻ free electrolyte solutions were prepared by adding Mg[B(HFIP)4]2 into DME to reach 0.3 M, then additionally adding MgCl₂ to reach the desired Cl⁻ anions concentrations (0.6, 0.3, 0.1, and 0.05 M). After adding the two magnesium salts into DME, the solutions were stirred for 24 h at 35 °C. Chevrel phase (CP) was synthesized following a procedure described in a past work. The CP composite electrodes were prepared by mixing CP with PVDF, and carbon-black in weight ratios of 80:10:10 wt%. After adding the two magnesium salts into DME, the solutions were stirred for 24 h at 35 °C. Chevrel phase (CP) was synthesized following a procedure described in a past work. The CP composite electrodes were prepared by mixing CP with PVDF, and carbon-black in weight ratios of 80:10:10 wt%. After adding the two magnesium salts into DME, the solutions were stirred for 24 h at 35 °C. For cyclic voltammetry (CV), 0.5 mm diameter Pt wires were used as working electrodes (WE), while for galvanostatic experiments, 1 × 1 cm² Pt electrodes were employed as the WE, in three electrodes flooded cells. For the characterization of magnesium intercalation, a similar setup was used with Chevrel Phase coated Pt as WE.

Macro cycling efficiency measurements were carried by the same procedure as described in previous work. Electrochemical conditioning processes were performed by applying constant 1 mA cm⁻² current repeatedly for 150 cycles, −1 V, and 2.8 V were set to be the negative and positive cut-off potentials, respectively, in a three electrodes’ cells with Pt-mesh WE, and Mg strips as CE & RE.

**Continuum modelling.—** Recently, a new continuum model was developed, which can describe the complex intercalation process of magnesium into a Chevrel Phase (CP) cathode and a detailed derivation and description of this simulation framework including all relevant equations can be found in previous work. In summary, the model is based on a thermodynamically consistent transport theory, and explicitly considers the unique crystal structure of the CP, which provides two possible sites with different thermodynamic kinetics and intercalation and their interplay. The used subscript 1 refers to the parameter of the inner intercalation sites, which are energetically favorable, whereas the subscript 2

**Table I. Basic geometric, transport and kinetic parameters of electrolyte, Mg anode and CP cathode for the simulations.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electrolyte</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance between the electrodes</td>
<td>1 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductivity κ for 0.3 M Mg[B(HFIP)4]2/DME</td>
<td>1.1 S m⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductivity κ for 0.3 M Mg[B(HFIP)4]2 + 0.6 M MgCl₂/DME</td>
<td>2 S m⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffusion coefficient D₂</td>
<td>10⁻¹⁰ m² s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transference number t₂</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anode</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butler-Volmer rate constant k_BV</td>
<td>5.1 × 10⁻⁹ m s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symmetry factor α_BV</td>
<td>0.359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathode</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo₆S₈</td>
<td>80 wt%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon Black</td>
<td>10 wt%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVDF</td>
<td>10 wt%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porosity εₚ</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunnerian coefficient β</td>
<td>3.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Mg concentration per site c_max</td>
<td>5722 mol m⁻³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
indicates that the corresponding parameter belongs to the outer intercalation sites. The kinetics of each of the two intercalation reactions are described by the common Butler-Volmer equation. Moreover, the overall solid-state transport of magnesium in CP is described by contributions of hopping between energetically similar sites (1 \( \approx \) 1 and 2 \( \approx \) 2)—which represents classical solid-state diffusion - and jumping from one type of intercalation site to the other (1 \( \approx \) 2), which is called exchange reaction.

All simulations were performed in MATLAB, whereby the system of conservation equations is numerically solved based on a spatially discretization with the finite-volume method.

The basic parameterization of the model regarding the transport properties of the electrolyte and the electron-transfer kinetics at the magnesium metal anode is transferred from earlier work based on DFT calculations and experimental data and can be found in Table I.18,22,23

The additional kinetic and transport parameters for intercalation into untreated and pretreated Chevrel Phase from different electrolytes, which are the solid-state diffusion coefficients for the two intercalation sites \( D_1 \) and \( D_2 \), the exchange rate constant \( k_{2 \rightarrow 1} \), the Butler-Volmer rate constant for intercalation into the individual sites \( k_{BV,1} \) and \( k_{BV,2} \) as well as the corresponding symmetry factors \( \eta_{BV,1} \) and \( \eta_{BV,2} \), are determined by a least-square fit to the measured galvanostatic discharge and charge curves. Thereby, the square of the voltage difference as well as the square of the difference between the maximum capacity at the end of the galvanostatic (dis)charge are minimized by the fitting algorithm.

The particle size of the Chevrel Phase is also determined as part of the optimization procedure, whereby consistent values for the particle size \( r_{CP} \), the solid-state diffusion constants \( D_1 \) and \( D_2 \) as well as the exchange rate constant \( k_{2 \rightarrow 1} \) are used as indicator for a successful parameter optimization.

**Results and Discussion**

**Characterization of MgB(HFIP)4/DME electrolyte solutions for reversible Mg deposition processes.—**The full electrochemical characterization of MgB(HFIP)4/DME electrolyte solutions, and the effect of electrochemical conditioning were already presented previously.12,23 To study the effect of adding chlorides into MgB(HFIP)4/DME electrolyte solutions, Mg deposition/dissolution reversibility, overpotential for deposition/dissolution, and Mg deposition morphology were investigated via cyclic voltammetry (CV), chronopotentiometry (CP), and E-SEM measurements.

Figure 1 shows the fifth CV cycle of Mg deposition-dissolution on Pt electrodes in MgB(HFIP)4/DME (red line) compared to a similar process in MgB(HFIP)4/MgCl2/DME (blue line) at a scan rate of 50 mV s\(^{-1}\). Figure 1a presents the CVs related to Mg deposition/dissolution processes in as-is, unconditional solutions, while Fig. 1b shows the same processes in solutions that underwent electrochemical conditioning processes. It can be seen in Fig. 1a, that a large over-potential is required for deposition in unconditioned Cl-containing solutions (0.7 V vs Mg/Mg\(^{2+}\)), and even larger over-potential is needed in unconditioned, chlorides free solutions (0.8 V vs Mg/Mg\(^{2+}\)). A large overpotential indicates a poor reversibility of Mg deposition in the unconditioned solutions.24 In addition, the meaning of lower over-potential is lower energy needed for Mg deposition-dissolution, due to surface layer formed by the chlorides in the solutions, reducing the activation energy.9,25

A major difference is seen with conditioned solutions. The Cl-free solutions over-potential, for Mg deposition, decreased to \(-0.5\) V vs Mg/Mg\(^{2+}\), while the over-potential of the MgB(HFIP)4/MgCl2 solution was \(-0.4\) V vs Mg/Mg\(^{2+}\). In previous work, it was found that in DME/MgTFSI2 based solutions the Mg\(^{2+}\) ions have solvation shells of 3 DME molecules, which form strong complexes with high de-solvation energy. With the presence of Cl- anions, softer complexes of [MgCl]\(^{3-}\) and [MgCl\(^{2+}\)]\(^{-}\) are formed, which have weaker interactions with solvating DME molecules, thus exhibiting lower de-solvation energy. This explains sufficiently the lower over-potential for Mg deposition in the chlorides containing solutions.6,7,26 It is known that DME/MgTFSI2 moieties have a reasonable ion separation in solutions, for instance reflected by ionic conductivities suitable for practical use.12,23

On the contrary to DME/MgTFSI2, in MgB(HFIP)4/DME magnesium can be reversibly deposited, and Mg\(^{2+}\) ions can be reversibly intercalated into CP cathodes. This difference can be explained by the fact that MgTFSI2 is more prone to ion-pairing than MgB(HFIP)4.12,23,27,28 Previous work showed that bulky anions decompose much more easily on the Mg anode when they are bound to Mg\(^{2+}\).29 While ion pairs in MgTFSI2 were already found at practical concentrations,29 aggregation in MgB(HFIP)4 could only be observed close to the solubility limit.12,20 Moreover, it seems that undesired side reactions are more pronounced with MgTFSI2 solutions. In MgTFSI2/DME solutions, decomposition of the anion might form a passivation layer on the Mg surface.29–31 Interestingly, when the DME/MgTFSI2 solutions contain Cl- anions (e.g., by adding MgCl2) the presence of chlorides moieties changes the MgDME\(^{2+}\) cations structure and facilitates reversible Mg deposition. One of the reasons may be adsorption of chloride moieties on the Mg surface, which interferes with an easy reduction of TFSI anions, thus mitigating Mg surface passivation and facilitating
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reversible Mg deposition. The unique structure of Mg[B(HFIP)4]2 in DME solutions and the lower reactivity of the anions towards reduction on the Mg metal surfaces, enable reversible Mg deposition without the need of additives in solutions.

As clearly seen in Fig. 1, the effect of the chlorides in unconditioned solutions is very pronounced, while after conditioning (i.e., in purified solutions) the effect of the chlorides is rather minor. Moreover, the current densities of the Mg deposition/dissolution processes with the chloride-free pre-treated (conditioned) solutions are higher, compared with chloride containing pre-treated electrolyte solutions, but it can be caused by the different length of Pt wire (WE) dipped in the solutions. However, the Mg-deposition overpotential is lower with chlorides. Adsorption of chlorides layer on the electrodes surface may on the one hand, improves thermodynamic processes by facilitate the ions transfer from the solution to the electrode, and vice versa. On the other hand, the adsorption layer may lower the kinetics of Mg deposition/dissolution processes, because the Mg ions transport has to include migration through an adsorbed chlorides layer.

Another thing to conclude from Fig. 1b is that Mg deposition occurs with a different mechanism. In the Cl-free solutions, the loop at the end of the reduction process indicates a classical nucleation, and growth mechanism. While in the solutions containing chlorides, this loop isn’t observed, indicating that chlorides are involved in Mg deposition and significantly impact required energetic barriers, which leads to a different reaction mechanism.

Table II presents the cumbmic efficiencies (in voltammetric measurements, what is termed micro cycling efficiency) of Mg deposition/dissolution in both solutions, based on the results related to Fig. 1. Since the untreated solutions exhibit poor deposition-dissolution of Mg, cycling efficiency measurements with them are not important. As presented in Table II, with pre-treated (conditioned) solutions, the presence of chlorides presents a positive effect on the cumbmic efficiency of the magnesium deposition-dissolution process. This result is coherent with the above explanation about the positive chlorides effect on Mg surfaces passivation mitigation. The presence of chlorides must also have a bulk effect—weakening the interactions between the Mg cations and the DME molecules, thus facilitating Mg ions transport from solution phase to the electrodes’ surfaces.

Interestingly, after conditioning the Cl-free solution turned into black suspension, while the Cl− anions containing solution remained clear with a black precipitate at the bottom of the cell. These noticeable differences between the two solutions remained during all the following electrochemical measurements, after the solutions were stored in the glove box for a long period of time as well. As mentioned above, the difference in colors must mean that the presence of chlorides has both bulk and surface effects. The strong impact of chlorides on Mg deposition in unconditioned solutions can be explained by surface effects. Adsorption of chlorides on the electrode’s surface may inhibit side reactions with contaminants which are pronounced with untreated solutions, thus enabling better interactions of the polarized electrodes with Mg ions.

In order to test the Mg deposition morphology differences between Cl−-free, and Cl−-containing electrolyte solutions, we used E-SEM. Figure 2 presents the Mg deposition morphology differences between Cl−-free, and Cl−-containing electrolyte solutions. It seems that the Mg crystals deposit from the Cl− anions containing solution are smaller in size and have sharper shape than the crystals deposit from the chloride-free solution. Still, in both the samples we could see decent coverage of the Pt surface by Mg crystals.

To optimize the chloride concentration, Mg deposition experiments were carried using conditioned solutions with different MgCl2 concentrations. Figure 3 presents cyclic voltammograms of Mg[B(HFIP)4]2/DME electrolyte solutions without chlorides, and with 0.05 M, 0.1 M, 0.3 M, and 0.6 M of MgCl2 containing solutions, showing the response of Mg deposition/dissolution processes, at a scan rate of 50 mV s−1. The chloride-free solution has the highest over-potential for magnesium deposition. It seems that solutions containing 0.3 M MgCl2 solution has a preferred performance, considering the relatively high current densities and lowest overpotential for Mg deposition/dissolution processes, meaning the lowest de-solvation energy, and higher Mg deposition/dissolution kinetics.

Since coulombic efficiency is an important parameter based on the voltammograms in Fig. 3, micro-cycling efficiencies were calculated. Table III presents the difference in coulombic efficiency between the five Cl concentrations. 0.6 M MgCl2 perform the highest efficiency, therefore we continue our work on full cells with this concentration.
To test the Mg[B(HFIP)$_4$]/MgCl$_2$/DME solutions’ electrochemical window, CV experiments were run in the range of −1 to 4 V vs Mg/Mg$^{2+}$ (Fig. 4). The electrochemical window of the unconditioned solutions is 3.2 V vs Mg/Mg$^{2+}$. By conditioning the solutions, the electrochemical window of the solutions was extended to 3.42 V vs Mg/Mg$^{2+}$. The presence of chloride ions in solutions doesn’t affect the electrochemical windows, thus, an electrochemical window of 3.4 V vs Mg/Mg$^{2+}$ is close to the DME’s electrochemical window, reflecting well the typically expected anodic stability of ether solvents.

Platinum foils (as used for the above basic experiments) cannot be considered as current collectors in practical systems. For the cathode (positive) side, the choice of current collectors with high enough anodic stability is critically important. The options for Mg batteries may be stainless steel or aluminum. Figure 5 shows the anodic stability of aluminum and stainless-steel in DME/Mg[B(HFIP)$_4$]$_2$ and DME/Mg[B(HFIP)$_4$]/MgCl$_2$ solutions. Interestingly, the anodic stability with stainless steel (SS) is better than with Al. It seems that SS develops passivation in the chloride containing solutions, an interesting phenomenon that deserves further studies. Additionally, the anodic stability of the chloride’s free solutions (electrodes + solutions) seems to be higher. It is possible that the lack of chlorides forms more stable and strong Mg complexes with the solvent that increase the anodic stability. More experiments are needed to fully understand the anodic behavior of these solutions and possible passivation phenomena related to them. Other options may be Cl$_2$ evolution in the solutions containing chlorides, and Al dissolution, catalyzed by the presence of Cl anions that weakens the native passivation of aluminum. A detailed study related to optimal current collectors and a comprehensive understanding of the anodic stability of the above-described systems is beyond the scope of the work presented herein.

To test the true electrochemical behavior and reversibility of these electrolyte solutions, constant current charge-discharge measurements were performed. We term them Macro-cycling efficiency tests. In these experiments, Mg is deposited on Pt initially at relatively high areal capacity and then, continuous cycling experiments are being conducted (galvanostatic, constant current) in which only 20% of the Mg deposited is being cycled. The cycling can continue until there is no extra Mg deposits left on the Pt electrodes’ surfaces (well expressed by the voltage profiles of the dissolution processes), or after several pre-determined cycles, the residual Mg can be dissolved as the final process. This experiment mimics in the best way the working profile of an active metal anode in rechargeable batteries, thus enabling us to predict the “real” behavior of Mg anodes (in the present case).

Figure 6 presents the potential response of these macro-cycling experiments. In the chlorides free solution (Fig. 6a, we can see an increase in the over-potential during cycling, but the potential doesn’t increase to the cut-off potential (2.5 V), meaning that residual deposited Mg remained on the surface for 100 cycles, yielding an average efficiency of 96.3%. Figure 6b shows results of similar experiments with chlorides-containing solutions. With the chloride-containing electrolyte solutions, the electrodes still contained residual Mg deposits during around 87 cycles. At the 87th cycle the potential increased to the cut-off potential, probably meaning that all the magnesium that was deposited at the first step was fully dissolved. Considering these results, the calculated macro cycling efficiency for Mg deposition/dissolution processes in these solutions reached values close to 95.4%. This efficiency is very low for practical systems. However, these experiments exhibit a better performance of the chloride-free solution for rechargeable Mg anodes. In the two systems we can see during these long-term cycling experiments an increase in the over-potential as the cycling experiments proceeded (lower deposition currents, and higher dissolution currents). The conclusion from these experiments is that with DME/Mg[B(HFIP)$_4$]$_2$ solutions at high enough level of purity, there is no clear positive effect of chlorides in solutions on the reversibility and kinetics of magnesium deposition/dissolution processes, as is similarly the case with non-organometallic etheral solutions like MgTFSI$_2$/DME. It appears that the intrinsic properties of the DME/Mg[B(HFIP)$_4$]$_2$ in terms of non-reactivity with Mg metal electrodes and bulk properties that allow a facile interfacial transfer of Mg ions, are sufficiently good and provide a very reasonable basis for a further optimization.

**The Effect of the presence of chlorides in solutions on the Mg$^{2+}$ ions intercalation/de-intercalation into chevrel-phase cathodes.**—Recent studies of etheral solutions based on DME and THF solvents revealed that the presence of chlorides in solutions have a
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**Figure 3.** Cyclic voltammograms of Cl−-free, 0.05 M, 0.1 M, 0.3 M, and 0.6 M MgCl$_2$ containing DME/Mg[B(HFIP)$_4$]$_2$ solutions, showing the response of Mg deposition/dissolution processes at a scan rate of 50 mV s$^{-1}$, using Pt rod as WE, and Mg foil as CE, and RE.
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**Figure 4.** Electrochemical window of Un-conditioned (black line), and Conditioned (blue line) 0.3 M Mg[B(HFIP)$_4$]/0.6 M MgCl$_2$/DME solutions, at a scan rate of 50 mV s$^{-1}$, using Pt as WE, and Mg foil as RE, and CE.
major positive role in allowing insertion of Mg$^{2+}$ into Chevrel-phase (CP) cathodes, likely by way of decreasing the activation energy for Mg ions transfer between the solution and the solid structure.$^9$

The work described herein presents the comparison between three full-cells systems: (1) CP cathodes, Mg anodes, and 0.3 M Mg[B(HFIP)$_4$]$_2$/DME electrolyte solution, (2) CP cathodes, Mg anodes, and 0.3 M Mg[B(HFIP)$_4$]$_2$/0.6 M MgCl$_2$/DME electrolyte solution, and (3) CP cathodes, Mg anodes, and 0.3 M Mg[B(HFIP)$_4$]$_2$/DME electrolyte solution, but the CP cathodes were cycled before in 0.3 M Mg[B(HFIP)$_4$]$_2$/0.6 M MgCl$_2$/DME electrolyte solution for 3 cycles, what could create “activated cathodes” due to chloride ions adsorption that remains adsorbed (and may facilitate Mg ions interfacial transport) also after the transfer into the chloride free solutions.$^9$

It is important to note that CP cathodes can insert 2 Mg ions per Mo$_6$S$_8$ unit, which occupy two types of sites (inner and outer sites) in reversible processes, which are classified as first order phase transition processes. The Mg ions intercalation processes are reflected by two plateaus at around 1.25–1.3 V and 1.1 V vs Mg$^{2+}$/Mg in galvanostatic processes, or two sets of peaks around these potentials in cyclic voltammetric measurements a total maximal specific capacity of 122 mAh g$^{-1}$, theoretically around 62 mAh g$^{-1}$ per process). Especially at temperatures around 25 °C and below, the second intercalation process occurring between 1.2 and 1.3 V vs Mg$^{2+}$/Mg may be sluggish. A capacity lower than the theoretical number around 60 mAh g$^{-1}$ reflects some trapping of Mg ions in the inner sites of the CP material.$^3,15$ Figure 7 presents the 6th CV cycles of the 3 types of CP cathodes of full cells loaded with unconditioned solutions, at a scan rate of 0.05 mV s$^{-1}$. The cells with the chlorides free solution perform poorly, showing CVs containing only one pair of broad peaks with a wide potential gap between them. These results don’t correlate with the chevrel-phase electrodes’ phase transitions.$^{15}$ It may indicate that the reactions occurring weren’t intercalation/de-intercalation, but a reduction and oxidation of residuals, parasitic reactions. In addition, the very broad cathodic and anodic peaks that these CVs include indicate very clearly poor kinetics. With the unconditioned DME/Mg[B(HFIP)$_4$]$_2$/MgCl$_2$ solutions we obtain the expected voltammograms of Mg$^{2+}$ ions intercalation/de-intercalation processes related to CP cathodes.$^3$ There is a pair of two sharp intercalation/de-intercalation peaks around 1 V vs Mg$^{2+}$/Mg, related to the outer sites of the CP crystals and another pair of broad peaks around 1.2 V that reflect much slower reaction, and lower capacity that resulting from trapping of Mg ions in inner sites, at too low temperatures (even at RT). Hence, the presence of chlorides in unconditioned DME/Mg[B(HFIP)$_4$]$_2$ solutions provide the usually expected voltammetric behavior of CP electrodes in ethereal solutions containing active and available Mg ions. Interestingly, as seen in Fig. 7, the cells
containing activated CP cathodes in DME/Mg[B(HFIP)$_4$]$_2$ solutions show a voltametric response that reflects an intermediate performance of the cells containing chlorides, and Cl–free solutions, but much closer to Cl–containing solutions performance, showing the expected positive effect of the chloride species adsorbed on the CP surface, facilitating intercalation of Mg ions into CP electrodes, even in chlorides free solutions.

Altogether, the CV measurements of the cells containing unconditioned solutions indicate that the intercalation processes depend more strongly on the nature of the electrolyte solution, compared to the anodic—deintercalation processes, and the species existing at the CP surfaces upon Mg ions insertion, for which desolvation may play a crucial role. It can be induced that the lack of chlorides in the solution prevents the creation of Mg-Cl complexes, and thus the de-solvation energy needed to extract the magnesium ions from the solution structures is higher, shown by a bigger potential gap between the peaks, and lower intercalation potentials. We saw very similar behaviors and trends with CP electrodes in MgTFSI$_2$/DME solutions.9

Figure 8 shows similar results to those presented in Fig. 7 of voltametric measurements of the 3 types of cells containing the conditioned DME/Mg[B(HFIP)$_4$]$_2$ solutions, with and without chlorides. Comparing the voltametric responses of the cells presented in Figs. 7 and 8 is striking. First of all, it is important to note that the cells with the conditioned solutions reached their steady state behavior faster than the cells containing the unconditioned solutions (during first 4 cycles compared to 6 cycles, respectively). The conditioning process of the solutions pronouncedly improves the behavior of all 3 types of the cells examined herein, comprising Mg metal anodes and CP cathodes. The representative voltametric responses of the 3 cells become much more similar to each other, compared to the diverse behavior of the cells presented in Fig. 7. The response of the cells with chlorides free DME/Mg[B(HFIP)$_4$]$_2$ solutions is the worst in terms of current densities, peaks separation, resolution and relatively higher overpotentials (a wider separation between the pairing anodic and cathodic peaks in the two sets of peaks). The voltametric response of the cells with the chlorides containing solutions is the sharpest, reflecting the best resolution and the lowest overpotentials required for all the Mg ions intercalation/deintercalation processes of the CP cathodes. In turn, the cells containing the activated cathodes with chloride-free, pretreated DME/Mg[B(HFIP)$_4$]$_2$ solutions, showing the highest specific current densities and the highest specific charges of the 4 electrochemical processes that these cells undergo per charge-discharge cycles. Another important finding upon comparing Figs. 7 and 8 is the similarity in the cells responses when the solutions contain chlorides. This means that the effect of conditioning on the performance of CP cathodes in DME/Mg[B(HFIP)$_4$]$_2$/MgCl$_2$ solutions is rather minor. The results presented herein show important pronounced differences between DME/Mg[B(HFIP)$_4$]$_2$/MgCl$_2$ solutions and the previously studied DME/MgTFSI$_2$ solutions. With the latter solutions, the presence of chlorides is essential in order to exhibit properly working CP electrodes even with conditioned solutions. With the former solutions, the CP electrodes work reasonably well without the presence of chlorides after a conditioning process. One explanation for this difference might be the formation of a beneficial cathode electrolyte interphase by oxidation of the borate anion when the charge cut-off voltage is chosen sufficiently high. Analogue to adsorbed Mg-CI complexes, B$_x$O$_y$ species at the CP surface seem to facilitate the desolvation of Mg(DME)$_2^{2+}$ and therefore enhance the intercalation kinetics.32

Figures 7 and 8 show a decrease in the current density of the intercalation/de-intercalation processes in the Cl-containing solutions while moving from unconditioned to conditioned solutions (red curves). The reason for this phenomenon is yet to be understood, further work needs to be done.

Galvanostatic charge-discharge measurements, at C/10 rate, were conducted and presented in Fig. 9. The graphs related to discharge and charge processes show the expected voltage profiles of Mg ions insertion/de-insertion processes into CP electrodes, which exhibit indeed the two stage (plateaus) behavior. Due to the poor response of cells containing chloride-free, unconditioned DME/Mg[B(HFIP)$_4$]$_2$ solutions, Fig. 9 does not include their response. The results presented in Fig. 9 are coherent with the CV experiments displayed in Figs. 7 and 8. The unconditioned chloride-containing systems perform much better; however, the measured capacity is quite low as well. It seems that side reactions of contaminants, which might be connected to some kind of surface passivation, strongly limit the reachable capacity of the CP cathodes in unconditioned solutions. However, a significant positive impact of conditioning is observed for all three types of cells. With conditioned solutions, the cells’ voltage in both plateaus (see Fig. 9) is much higher during discharge, and lower during charge, indicating better interfacial kinetics. Moreover, the voltage plateaus of the discharge processes of cells containing unconditioned solutions with activated cathodes have noticeably steeper slope than the parallel response of the cells which contain chlorides. This means that an impeding stage of de-solvation

---

**Figure 7.** 6th CV cycles at 0.05 mV s$^{-1}$ of CP cathodes in unconditioned/conditioned 0.3 M Mg[B(HFIP)$_4$]$_2$/DME/Mg anode (black line), Activated CP cathode in unconditioned 0.3 M Mg[B(HFIP)$_4$]$_2$/DME/Mg anode (blue line), and in unconditioned 0.3 M Mg[B(HFIP)$_4$]$_2$/0.6 M MgCl$_2$/DME (red line).

**Figure 8.** 4th CV cycles at 0.05 mV s$^{-1}$ of CP cathodes in unconditioned/conditioned 0.3 M Mg[B(HFIP)$_4$]$_2$/DME/Mg anode (black line), Activated CP cathode in conditioned 0.3 M Mg[B(HFIP)$_4$]$_2$/DME/Mg anode (blue line), and in conditioned 0.3 M Mg[B(HFIP)$_4$]$_2$/0.6 M MgCl$_2$/DME (red line).
were found for all conditioned electrolyte solutions, which containing solutions, showing very stable cycling even after the 2nd plateau, gets very similar to the cells with conditioned chloride-free solutions. The behavior of the discharge-charge curves, especially for the static cycles, the performance of the chloride-free solution improves from the CV measurements. However, after a few more galvanostatic experiments, the behavior implies that de-solvation plays a crucial role and limits the electrochemical response (in galvanostatic experiments) are much flatter and very similar for the cells containing chlorides, and cells with chloride-free solutions but with activated CP cathodes. For cells with chloride-free conditioned solutions, the plateaus appear at a slightly lower voltage and have a steeper slope, especially for the cells with chlorides free solutions but with activated CP cathodes. For Mg[B(HFIP)4]2/DME after 5 CV cycles in conditioned Mg[B(HFIP)4]2/MgCl2/DME (red line), and conditioned Mg[B(HFIP)4]2/DME (green line), when Mg foil was used as CE and RE, at C/10 rates. 0.3 M Mg[B(HFIP)4]2 in all solutions, and 0.6 M MgCl2 in the relevant solutions.

being required prior to the main charge-transfer processes may play an important role, and significantly impact the kinetics of the overall intercalation reaction. We can conclude that this impeding stage is softened by the presence of chlorides. When the cells containing conditioned solutions, the voltage plateaus that characterize their intercalation reaction (in galvanostatic experiments) are much flatter and very similar for the cells containing chlorides, and cells with chloride-free solutions but with activated CP cathodes. For cells with chloride-free conditioned solutions, the plateaus appear at a slightly lower voltage and have a steeper slope, especially for the intercalation into the inner sites of the CP (the first plateau). This behavior implies that de-solvation plays a crucial role and limits the kinetics of the intercalation reaction, as was already concluded from the CV measurements. However, after a few more galvanostatic cycles the performance of the chloride-free solution improves and the behavior of the discharge-charge curves, especially for the 2nd plateau, gets very similar to the cells with conditioned chloride-containing solutions, showing very stable cycling even after the 2nd cycle. Consequently, it seems that some kind of additional activation process is required for the chloride-free solutions or that the activation requires more time/cycles. This might be connected to the formation of a cathode electrolyte interphase, which is beneficial for the intercalation kinetics. Interestingly, the highest specific capacity is obtained by cells containing activated CP cathodes and chlorides free conditioned solutions. This means that the activation procedure of the CP cathodes (which adds adsorbed chloride moieties to the CP surface) is very effective and implies that the main role of the chlorides is a catalytic effect on the cathode-solution interface, which lowers the energy barrier for the desolvation of Mg ion near the cathode’s surface and therefore facilitates the transfer of the Mg2+ from the bulk solution to the Chevrel Phase surface. We emphasize that while a facile intercalation of Mg ions into CP electrodes is possible with conditioned chlorides free Mg[B(HFIP)4]2/DME solutions, Mg ions insertion into CP electrodes in MgTFSI2/DME requires the presence of chlorides in solutions even after a conditioning process.

Continuum simulations can provide additional insights into the impact of the electrolyte solution on magnesium intercalation into Chevrel phase and the experimentally observed differences of the charge-discharge curves. Based on the measured data presented in Fig. 9, the kinetic (kBV,i, and αBV,i) and transport (Di and k2→1,i) parameters for magnesium insertion are optimized for each of the electrolyte solutions.

Note that the fitting algorithm was not in all cases able to perfectly minimize the objective function and, especially for the plateaus caused by insertion and extraction into and from the inner sites of the Chevrel Phase. We can still see deviations between measurements and simulations. This indicates that additional processes, like the impact of side reactions from reactive contaminants that are not captured or only indirectly captured in our model, are relevant. However, the results of the parameter optimization are consistent regarding the solid-state transport as well as the CP particle size and also match with findings from previous work (Table I). All optimized parameters from fitting procedure are summarized in Table IV. Moreover, a comparison of the measured and the simulated discharge-charge curves are shown in Fig. 10.

Similar diffusion coefficients Di, D2 and exchange rate constants k2→1 were found for all conditioned electrolyte solutions, which shows that the solid-state transport in the Chevrel Phase particles is independent of the electroactive species. Consequently, the same species seem to intercalate into the host, which implies that intercalation of chlorides doesn’t play a role and bare magnesium ions are intercalating into the Chevrel Phase.

Interestingly, significantly lower values for the transport parameters are found for the unconditioned electrolyte solutions (Table IV). However, it is very unlikely that the intercalating species changes by conditioning. It rather seems that side reactions of

Table IV. Optimized geometric, kinetic and transport parameters for intercalation into Chevrel Phase from different electrolytes. The highest values for all parameters are highlighted in green, slightly smaller values are marked in yellow and significantly smaller values in red. The corresponding comparison of the simulated and measured charge-discharge curves can be found in Fig. 10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrolyte</th>
<th>D1 m2 s⁻¹</th>
<th>D2 m2 s⁻¹</th>
<th>k2→1 m3 s⁻¹ mol⁻¹</th>
<th>kBV,1 m s⁻¹</th>
<th>kBV,2 m s⁻¹</th>
<th>αBV,1</th>
<th>αBV,2</th>
<th>τBV μm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>unconditioned</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with chlorides</td>
<td>8.0e-19</td>
<td>3.9e-16</td>
<td>6.0e-8</td>
<td>3.3e-9</td>
<td>6.6e-8</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activated</td>
<td>5.1e-19</td>
<td>1.1e-16</td>
<td>5.3e-8</td>
<td>4.3e-9</td>
<td>4.0e-8</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conditioned</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no chlorides</td>
<td>8.1e-19</td>
<td>1.7e-15</td>
<td>4.3e-7</td>
<td>4.4e-8</td>
<td>8.2e-8</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with chlorides</td>
<td>8.7e-19</td>
<td>1.8e-15</td>
<td>4.6e-7</td>
<td>6.7e-8</td>
<td>1.1e-7</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activated</td>
<td>8.8e-19</td>
<td>1.6e-15</td>
<td>4.4e-7</td>
<td>6.7e-8</td>
<td>9.9e-8</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 0.3 M Mg[B(HFIP)4]2 from previous work 18 | 7.0e-19    | 1.9e-15    | 4.1e-7            | 4.8e-8       | 8.1e-8       | 0.11  | 0.34  | 1.26-9.75 |
and the intercalation kinetics since the reaction rate constants comparison of simulated voltage pro
tensions, which contrasts with MgTFSI2/DME solutions in which the cathodes are signi
ificantly more pronounced on the chloride-free CP surface, 

Interestingly, the presence of chlorides does only lead to slightly higher rate constants $k_{BV_i}$ for magnesium insertion into Chevrel Phase. However, the symmetry factors related to the intercalation from the chloride-free electrolyte solutions into untreated CP cathodes are significantly smaller (Table IV). An effectively smaller $\alpha_{BV_i}$ indicates that the loss of one or more ligands of the electroactive specie is a crucial part of the electrochemical reaction pathway. Consequently, the hindering effect of desolvation seems to be significantly more pronounced on the chloride-free CP surface, which can also be seen in a slopier plateau (Fig. 10). This also implies that the reaction mechanism changes due to the presence of chlorides, which support our hypothesis of a catalytic effect on the Mg ions intercalation into Chevrel Phase electrodes.

Conclusions

The presence of chloride anions has an impact on both Mg deposition-dissolution, and intercalation-deintercalation processes in Mg[B(HFIP)$_2$]/DME solutions. In Mg[B(HFIP)$_2$/MgCl$_2$/DME electrolyte solutions, magnesium deposition requires much lower over-potential and occurs with higher cumbic efficiency when compared to the same processes in chloride free solutions. Despite this, adding chlorides at the right amount (0.3 M MgCl$_2$) significantly improves the over-potential for Mg deposition. But still we see a better cumbic efficiency with solutions containing 0.6 M MgCl$_2$. The macro-cycling experiments did not show any significant advantage for chlorides containing pretreated (conditioned) solutions, which contrasts with MgTFSI$_2$/DME solutions in which the presence of chlorides is mandatory for obtaining reversible Mg deposition/dissolution processes. Hence, Mg[B(HFIP)$_2$]/DME have intrinsic advantages. We suggest that the lack of passivation layer on the Mg electrode in Mg[B(HFIP)$_2$]/DME solution allows the system to run for 100 cycles, while in the MgTFSI$_2$/DME solutions, TFSI anions decomposition creates passivation layer on the Mg electrodes, that blocks the electrode and prevents the system from running more than 2 cycles.

When examining the different performance of CP cathodes in unconditioned solutions with and without chlorides, we can see a much better performance in the chloride containing Mg[B(HFIP)$_2$]/MgCl$_2$/DME solutions through higher specific capacities and better kinetics, indicated by the higher current densities, and sharper peaks. However, upon using a conditioned solution, intercalation from chloride-free Mg[B(HFIP)$_2$]/DME is possible with a decent performance.

CP cathodes that were cycled first in chloride-containing solutions and then transferred to chloride-free solutions showed a pronounced activation effect, which enabled it to reach a similar performance to CP electrodes in chloride-containing solutions. We assume that similarly to what was found with MgTFSI$_2$/DME solutions, chlorides or Mg-Cl complexes can be strongly adsorbed on the surface of the CP active mass and catalytically enhance Mg ions intercalation. We suggest that the Cl ions adsorbed to the CP surface interact with the Mg ions in solutions and facilitate their interfacial transport from solution phase into the CP active mass.

The pre-treatment of these solutions through what is termed as “conditioning” was found to play a crucial positive role in the performance of CP electrodes. Hence, the positive effect of the presence of chlorides in the conditioned solutions is much smaller than in unconditioned solutions. We suggest that unconditioned solutions are highly contaminated by active atmospheric moieties, possibly trace oxygen and water which can be reduced on CP electrodes, leading to their partial passivation, and thereby attributing to poor performance. The chlorides in these contaminated solutions may mitigate the passivation phenomena since their adsorption on the CP surface circumvents precipitation of reduced contaminants on the active mass' surface. The elimination of contaminants by conditioning therefore enables these solutions to function well as active and labile Mg ions conductor, as explained above. This is in contrast to the behavior of MgTFSI$_2$/DME, which shows that the nature of the anion plays a crucial role for enabling good performing batteries with a Cl-

A further study is needed to deeply understand the effect of the presence of chlorides in these solutions, and to optimize the concentration of MgCl$_2$ in them. Further work should also address the general impact of the anions and the processes happening during...
conditioning. It is also important to develop practical purification methods for Mg[B(HFIP)4]2/DME solutions or artificial interphases, which could redundant the time-consuming conditioning.
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